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Highly qualified CAE Engineer with experience in the industry. Enjoy creative 
problem solving and getting exposure on multiple projects, and I would excel in 
the collaborative environment on which your company prides itself.

JUNE 1989 – JULY 1991
CAE ENGINEER - ABC CORPORATION

 Performed linear static, modal, and random response analysis on automotive 
subsystems and components.

 Root caused vehicle problems using grid participation, modal participation, and 
transfer path analysis.

 Produced CAE work-plans based on the VPP timeline.
 Utilized LS-DYNA to evaluate vehicle body structure for crash safety, including 

IIHS small overlap, side-impact, roof crush, NCAP frontal, and FMVSS test 
modes.

 Developed countermeasures and achieved body structure targets for intrusion 
through detailed modeling in small overlap CAE case.

 Determined root cause for vehicle pitching in NCAP frontal test mode via load 
path analysis using CAE/test data and hand calculation; proposed structure 
change to reduce pitching and injury.

 Analyzed vehicle hood deformation mode via CAE and developed modifications 
to promote controlled bending in the hood during frontal crash, preventing 
contact of the windshield and ensuring FMVSS regulation conformation.

1984 – 1989
CAE ENGINEER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Powertrain subsystems modeling, simulation, and analysis.
 Plan and execute CAE analysis procedures development in the powertrain 

domain in the 1D system modeling area.
 Develop mechanical, hydraulic, and thermal math models for transmission, 

engine, and driveline.
 Virtual controls integration for MIL and SIL testing and validation and model 

building for HIL testing and validation.
 Testing and analysis of COMSOL Multiphysics.
 Design test cases to test features such as structural/ 

acoustics/fluid/thermal/MEMS physics, etc, assemblies, meshes, and CAD 
geometry import/export.

 Performed stress, strain, displacement, and modal testing using Finite Element 
Analysis - Created concise reports for design engineers that clearly.
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EDUCATION

Bachelor Degree

SKILLS

Analyzing Skills, Computer Skills, Software Skills.
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